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Choose the most suitable answer and the questions given below: 

1.Choose the correct Synonym of the word “gaunt” 

a) fat   b) round   c) lean   d) sad  

2. Choose the correct Synonym of the word “ bustle”  

a) rush   b) change   c) noise   d) confusion  

3. Choose the correct Synonym of the word “grapple”  

a) settle  b) fight   c) move   d) stop  

4. Choose the correct Antonym of the word “consonance”  

a) agreement  b) constant  c) disagreement  d) harmony  
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5. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘soothing‟  

a) pleasing   b) relaxing  c) disturbing   d) burning  

6. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘whammed’  

a) tapped   b) threw   c) struck    d) pulled  

7. Choose the correct plural form of loaf from the following.  

a) loafs    b) loaves   c) loavs    d) loafes  

8. Form a derivative by adding the right prefix to the word _______ 

natural.  

a) ir   b) mis   c) super   d) il  

9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation IMF.  

a) Indian Monetary Fund    b) International Mutual Fund  

c) International Monetary Fund   d) Indian Mutual Fund  

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate 

answer given below:  

There will be a ___________in the office next week.  

a) warm up   b) ran out  c) shut down  d) take off  

11. Choose the suitable option to pair it with alarm to form a 

compound word.  

a) sound   b) clock   c) time   d) watch 

12. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given 

below: He was ____________the sea now.  

a) on   b) to   c) near   d) with  
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13. Complete the following sentence by using the most appropriate 

form of the tense given below:  

The governor was _____________at the wit of the youth.  

a) pleases   b) pleasing   c) pleased   d) please.  

14. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four 

alternatives.  

_____ I looked up, I saw Mr. Hamel sitting motionless.  

a) When   b) But   c) How   d) Whenever 

15. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘cranky’  

a) normal   b) strange    c) abnormal   d) happy  

16. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘cackle’ 

a) sharp noise  b) blunt noise   c) high pitch   d) shout  

17. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘revive’ 

a) review   b) revitalize   c) restore   d) rescue  

18. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘cloistered’  

a) enclosed   b) detached   c) opened    d) united  

19. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘gruffl’ 

a) happily   b) roughly   c) sadly    d) plainly  

20. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘morale’  

a) fear    b) attitude   c) mettle    d) confidence  

21. Choose the correct plural form of  lorry from the following.  

a) lorrys   b) lorry    c) lories    d) lorries 
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22. Form a derivative by adding the right suffix to the word fashion ___.  

a) ly    b) able    c) ty    d) tion  

23. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation MRI.  

a) Magnified Resonance Imaging  

b) Magnified Reasoning Imagery  

c) Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

d) Magnetic Resonance Imagery  

24. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate word 

given below.  

It helps to ________ the calories.  

a) warm up   b) stretch out   c) put on   d) burn off  

25. Choose the suitable option to pair with green to form a compound 

word.  

a) dress   b) house    c) glass   d) pen  

26. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given 

below:  

There was pin drop silence ______ the room.  

a) in    b) to   c) near    d) with  

27. Complete the following sentence by using the most appropriate 

form of the tense given below.  

The medal ___________in the attic for twenty-nine long years.  

a) hide   b) hidden  c) had hidden   d) had been hidden  
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28. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four 

alternatives.  

______ did Muthu solve the problem?  

a) When   b) But   c) How   d) Whenever 

29. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘affluent’   

a) influenced  b) wealthy  c) happy   d) poor  

30. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘whet’   

a) clean    b) blunt   c) sharp   d) wet  

31. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘contention’  

a) continuous effort    b) disturbed effort  

c) unhappy effort     d) strenuous effort  

32. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘startled’  

a) surprised   b) excited   c) saddened  d) at ease  

33. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘chirping’  

a) singing   b) shouting   c) tweeting  d) alarming  

34. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘gaze’  

a) blink   b) stare    c) look   d) trace  

35. Choose the correct plural form of child from the following:  

a) childs   b) childrens   c) childes  d) children 

36. Form a derivative by adding the right prefix to the word ____ 

relevant.  

a) il    b) im   c) ir     d) mal  
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37. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation IIT.  

a) International Institute of Teaching  

b) Indian Institute of Teaching  

c) Indian Institute of Technology  

d) International Institute of Technology  

38. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate given 

below:  

The airhostess instructed the passengers to wear the seat belts during 

the _____ 

a) warm up   b) stretch out   c) put on   d) take off  

39. Choose the suitable option to pair with traffic to form a compound 

word.  

a) police   b) signal    c) jam   d) light  

40. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given 

below:  

The entire province trembled ______ dread.  

a) in    b) of    c) on   d) with  

41. Complete the following sentence by using the most appropriate 

form of the tense given below:  

I wish most of all to ______ home to my family.  

a) returned   b) returning   c) return   d) has returned  
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42. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four 

alternatives.  

______ you work hard, you cannot secure good marks.  

a) When   b) But    c) Unless   d) Whenever 

43. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘delirious’.  

a) sick    b) disappointed  c) troubled  d) forced  

44. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘cowardice’.  

a) strength   b) bravery   c) courage  d) lack of bravery  

45. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘attic’.  

a) bedroom   b) a room    c) a space in the roof  d) kitchen  

 

46. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘seized’  

a) released   b) grasped   c) snatched   d) conquered  

47. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘palely’ 

a) dim    b) weak    c) bright    d) faint  

48. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘active’.  

a) dynamic   b) lively    c) energetic   d) inactive  

49. Choose the correct plural form of syllabus  

a) syllables   b) syllabus   c) syllabi    d) syllabus 

50. Attach a suitable prefix to the word ________ activate.  

a) en–    b) non–    c) de–    d) dis–  

51. The common expansion of CBI is ……………. 
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a) Central Bureau of Investigation  

b) Central Banks of India  

c) Central Bureau of Investigators 

d) Central Bureau of Investors  

52. Choose the correct idiom that means „Competent‟.  

a) on the go      b) on the ball  

c) on the wind     d) on strong waters  

53. Choose the suitable option to pair it with ‘boarding’ to form a 

compound word.  

a) pause    b) pass    c) parts   d) fast  

54. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given 

below:  the books ______ the table.  

a) on   b) to    c) into   d) with  

55. Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate 

tense form of the verb given below:  

He ______to the American academy of arts and letters.  

a) elected  b) was elected   c) electing   d) has elected  

56. Choose the appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.  

______ winter comes, he gets worried.  

a) though   b) but   c) how    d) whenever 

57. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘affluent’  

a) poor    b) deprived   c) old   d) wealthy  
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58. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘renowned’ 

a) famous   b) special   c) popular  d) unique  

59. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘choked’  

a) praised   b) blocked   c) answered  d) encouraged  

60. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘gloom’  

a) dark    b) dim   c) dull   d) bright  

61. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘glad’  

a) happy   b) pleased   c) sorry   d) joyful  

62. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘reluctant’  

a) eager   b) unwilling   c) opposed  d) averse  

63. Choose the correct plural form of alumnus.  

a) alumna   b) alumnae   c) alumni  d) alumnuses 

64. Attach a suitable prefix to the word _____ large.  

a) en–    b) non–    c) de–   d) dis–  

65. The common expansion of IIT.  

a) Indian Institute of Technology  

b) International Institute of Technology  

c) Industrial Institute of Technology  

d) Italian Institute of Technology  

66. Choose the correct idioms that means ‘difficult situation’  

a) on the go      b) on the ball  

c) on the wind     d) in deep waters  
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67. Choose the suitable phrasal verb for the following:  

Doing _____ every day in the morning keeps one healthy.  

a) warm in   b) warm up   c) warm out   d) warm into  

68. Choose the suitable option to pair with ‘sea’ to form a compound 

word.  

a) shine   b) shore   c) soar   d) pool  

69. Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate preposition given 

below:  

Peter closed the hole ______ his finger.  

a) in    b) with   c) on    d) into  

70. Complete the following sentence by using the most appropriate 

form of the tense given below.  

We _____ in the kitchen when the doorbell rang.  

a) cooking   b) were cooking  c) had cooked   d) cooked 

71. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘expanse’ 

a) large space  b) narrow space  c) small space  d) deep area  

72. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘despondent’  

a) angry   b) affluent   c) despairing   d) strong  

73. Choose the correct synonym of the word ‘apprehensive’ 

a) confident   b) inquisitive   c) anxious   d) special  

74. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘ignorant’ 

a) illiterate   b) uneducated   c) well informed  d) rude  
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75. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘commotion’  

a) confusion   b) disturbance   c) unrest    d) calmness  

76. Choose the correct Antonym of the word ‘forward’  

a) further   b) ahead    c) proceed   d) backward  

77. Choose the correct plural form of deer.  

a) deers   b) door    c) dear    d) deer 

78. Attach a suitable suffix to the word excellent _______.  

a) ly    b) ism    c) ication   d) ness  

79. The common expansion of GPS is……………..  

a) Geometric Position System   b) Global Positioning System  

c) Global Pointing Structure   d) Globe Position System  

80. Choose the correct meaning of the idiom in the following 

sentence.  

Afsar goes to the park once in a blue moon.  

a) a regular occasion     b) a rare event  

c) a casual event      d) an unusual moment  

81. Choose the suitable option that do not pair with life to form a 

compound word.  

a) skill    b) time    c) boat   d) leave  

82. Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate preposition given 

below:  

The fox jumped ___________ the well.  

a) on    b) to   c) into    d) with  

83. Complete the following sentence by using the most appropriate 

form of the tense given below.  

The poem _____about the multifaceted nature of women.  
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a) is talking   b) talked   c) talks   d) has talked  

84. Choose the appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.  

Women are strong, brave ______ resolute  

a) still   b) but   c) and   d) however 
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15. b) strange  16. a) sharp noise 17. b) revitalize  18. c) opened         

19. a) happily 20. a) fear 21. d) lorries 22. b) able 23. Magnetic 
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been hidden 28. b) But, 29. b) wealthy 30. c) sharp                                
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43. b) disappointed 44. d) lack of bravery 45. c) a space in the roof 
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46. a) released 47. c) bright 48. d) inactive 49. c) syllabi                  

50. c) de 51. a) Central Bureau of Investigation  52. b) on the ball 

53. b) pass 54. a) on 55. b) was elected  56. d) whenever                          

57. d) wealthy 58. a) famous 59. b) blocked  60. d) bright                       

61. c) sorry 62. a) eager 63. c) alumni 64. en  65. a) Indian Institute 

of Technology  66. d) in deep waters   67. b) warm up 68. b) shore   

69. b) with 70. b) were cooking   71.a)large space 72. c) despairing 

73. c) anxious 74. c) well informed 75. d) calmness 76. d) 

backward  77. d) deer 78. a) ly 79. b) Global Positioning System  

80.b) a rare event 81.d) life leave 82. c) into 83. c) talks 84. d) and. 
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